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Abstract

Introduction: Over the past decades, major changes have been made in basic life support (BLS) guidelines and manikin technology. The aim of this

study was to develop a BLS evaluation tool based on international expert consensus and contemporary validation to enable more valid comparison of

research on BLS educational interventions.

Methods: A modern method for collecting validation evidence based on Messick’s framework was used. The framework consists of five domains of

evidence: content, response process, internal structure, relations with other variables, and consequences. The research tool was developed by

collecting content evidence based on international consensus from an expert panel; a modified Delphi process decided items essential for the tool.

Agreement was defined as identical ratings by 70% of the experts.

Results: The expert panel established consensus on a three-levelled score depending on expected response level: laypersons, first responders, and

health care personnel. Three Delphi rounds with 13 experts resulted in 16 “essential” items for laypersons, 21 for first responders, and 22 for health care

personnel. This, together with a checklist for planning and reporting educational interventional studies within BLS, serves as an example to be used for

researchers.

Conclusions: An expert panel agreed on a three-levelled score to assess BLS skills and the included items. Expert panel consensus concluded that the

tool serves its purpose and can act to guide improved research comparison on BLS educational interventions.
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Introduction

In 1996, a video-based tool for evaluating participants at the end of
basic life support (BLS) courses was published.1 This was combined
with the use of standardised measurements from electronic manikins
in the Video and Recording Anne Printout (VIDRAP) test protocol.2

These studies became the foundation for the recognized and widely
used Cardiff Test version 3.1 for the evaluation of skills acquired after
BLS courses.3 The Cardiff Test evaluates participants on 46 items
(e.g. compression depth), of which 42 were tested for inter- and intra-
rater reliability. The validation evidence and the Cardiff Test 3.1 were
published in 2003.3 Some of the items are equivalent to the current
2015 European Resuscitation Council (ERC) guideline recommen-
dations (e.g. opening of airway, compression depth and safe use of the
automated external defibrillator (AED)), while others have changed
somewhat (e.g. ventilation volume, compression rate, sequence) or
are no longer recommended (e.g. initial rescue breaths and pulse
check).4�6

The Cardiff Test 3.1 is widely used, and still serves as a basis for
studies investigating the skills after BLS courses and a variety of
modified versions exist.7�23 however, use of the test comes with
several challenges. First, modifications vary, and the different
modified versions of the Cardiff Test 3.1 are neither directly
comparable, nor do they adhere to the original validation process.
Second, several new sets of guidelines on BLS (including AED use)
have been published (2005, 2010, 2015) following the Cardiff Test 3.1,
and substantial changes have been introduced in both the sequence
and the contents of the BLS algorithm4�6. Moreover, the technological
development of resuscitation manikins has facilitated electronic
registration of measures with increased accuracy.24�26 Third, reliable
interpretations of tests depend on several sources of validation
evidence beyond inter- and intra-rater reliability.27�30 Current
frameworks for collecting validation evidence consist of several
different sources of validity evidence. Collecting multiple sources of
validity evidence is done to support the final validity argument and to
clarify what interpretation users can make from using the tool.
Messick’s framework is a modern framework in which evidence is
collected from five domains: content, response process, internal
structure, relations to other variables, and consequence evidence.27
�29

There is a need for a tool that matches the most recent version of
the BLS recommendations, uses modern technology, and contempo-
rary means of collecting validation evidence to improve the
comparability of ongoing research in training and education of BLS
for adults.

The purpose of this study was to develop an updated research tool
- The Copenhagen Tool - to compare different educational
interventions and their effect on learner performance for BLS for
adults.

Methods

Messick’s framework was used to develop a new research tool to
measure cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and AED performance
at the end of a BLS educational intervention.27 International expert
panel meetings, a modified Delphi consensus process, manikin data
and qualitative interviews were used for data collection to fulfil
domains within Messick’s framework.

All data on developing the tool are presented in this paper.
Supplemental data were collected to support the use of the tool and
are presented in the coupled data in brief article in Ref.31 The content
of all five domains of validity evidence and data collection is
summarized in Fig. 1, and methodological details regarding all five
domains are described in detail below.

Content evidence

Within this domain the aim is to determine the knowledge and skills
intended to be measured. This ensures that researchers specify how
the knowledge and skills are intended to be measured prior to data
collection when developing an assessment tool. An international
expert panel was assembled during the European Emergency
Medical Services Congress in 2016 in Copenhagen, Denmark, to
develop a list of essential knowledge and performance outcomes
following completion of BLS educational interventions. Experts were
chosen based on experience in assessment of educational research
in BLS based on ERC guidelines. The panel recommended that all
items included in the Cardiff Test 3.1 and the 2015 ERC BLS
guidelines were compiled to one comprehensive list of items, as the
base for a modified Delphi consensus process.

After the meeting, the modified Delphi consensus process was
conducted from mid- to late-2016. The purpose of the consensus
process was to select the items to be incorporated in the final
assessment tool. The modified Delphi consensus process consisted
of three rounds wherein experts voted for relevance of items. All
responses of the Delphi group were anonymous to one another. The
experts were given two weeks to answer by email. In the first round a
predefined list of 29 items were presented to the experts. It was
possible for experts to add new items. In each round, all items were
presented with a three-point Likert scale and the experts were
encouraged to provide comments. Rating anchors were: (1) Not
relevant, (2) Relevant but not essential, and (3) Essential. Consensus
was defined as �70% agreement as in other Delphi studies.31�37After
three rounds, the results from all rounds were presented to the expert
panel and the panel was invited to comment further on the results
(Fig. 2).

Response process

Response process evidence comprises theoretical and empirical
analyses evaluating how well rater- or examinee actions (responses)
align with the intended construct.27

In August 2017, a final expert meeting was held in London, United
Kingdom. All members of the expert panel were invited. The aim of this
meeting was to create consensus on whether the final tool fulfilled its
original purpose to work as a research tool (response process
statement), and to decide whether unintended consequences of
introducing the tool should cancel the project (consequence evidence
statement). The meeting was divided into two discussions with
different contexts.

In the first part of the meeting issues surrounding the response
process were discussed. The expert panel was presented with the
results from content evidence collection (including the results of each
Delphi round). Further, the expert panel was presented with results of
internal process evidence (interpretation of items for tests and inter-
rater reliability) collected in a separate process by manikin data and
end user examples as presented in Ref.31 The expert panel could then
openly debate whether the evidence collected supported the original
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Fig. 1 – Copenhagen Tool Overview - collection of validation evidence.
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intended construct and modify statements to the use and content of
the tool.31

Supplementary response process evidence, based on video
recordings of standardized BLS performance tests of BLS course
participants, is presented in in Ref.31

Internal structure

In this domain, data are collected to evaluate the relations between
individual assessment items and how these relate to the overarching
construct and are presented as supplementary data in Ref.31 Six
raters, all experienced BLS course instructors, used the list of
essential items from the modified Delphi process to rate BLS course
participants in a standardized post-course test via video recordings.
Inter-rater reliability was calculated to identify challenges in rating,
when using the tool.31

Relations to other variables

In this domain, associations between assessment scores and other
measures of the same content are presented. Supplementary data on
application of the tool have been collected and are presented in Ref.31

Data include an example of using the items of the modified Delphi
process on BLS course participants and manikin data for comparison.

Consequence evidence

Consequence evidence regards the impact, beneficial or harmful, of
the assessment itself and the decisions and actions that result (e.g.
remediation following sub-standard performance).27

In the second part of the meeting among experts in London, United
Kingdom, August 2017 several intended and un-intended interpreta-
tions of the tool were discussed. Experts were presented with open-
ended questions on misuse and modifications of the tool and two
examples of modified Cardiff Test applications where results were not
comparable due to different modifications. The members of the expert
panel were encouraged to discuss consequences of applying the tool
andformulatea statement ontheboundariesof the interpretationsof the
tool. Thereafter, a judgement process was conducted with experts
explicitly stating whether the constructed tool served the intended
purpose. The experts thus assessed whether the validity argument and
the associated evidence met the demands of the intended construct.38

Supplementary consequence evidence not essential for develop-
ment of the tool, has been collected and is presented in Ref.31 Data

Fig. 2 – Collection of content evidence, modified Delphi consensus process.
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were collected from semi-structured interviews of raters on their
experience, thoughts and challenges when using the essential item
list to evaluate BLS performance.31

Statistical analysis and data output

Data from the modified Delphi consensus process were collected by
email from each member of the expert panel for descriptive analysis.
Distributions of answers from the Delphi consensus process are
displayed with percentages for each round and by item. A Wilcoxon
signed rank test was conducted on the last two rounds to illustrate if
experts changed position on each item, with the null-hypothesis that there
were no changes between second and third round (0.05 defined as the
threshold of statistical significance). If experts provided incomplete
responses, the response from the previous round was transferred to the
subsequent round(s). Incomplete answers were reported as ‘missing’
under each item if no previous answer was available.

Ethical approval

All experts agreed to participate. The Regional Ethical Committee in
the Capital Region of Denmark waived the need for approval (journal
number 16027743).

Results

Data collection was initiated at the first expert meeting during the
Emergency Medical Services Congress in Copenhagen in June 2016
and ended with the second expert meeting in London in August 2017.
A checklist, a step-by-step guide on the use of The Copenhagen Tool
as well as an overview of data collection is provided in Fig. 1.

Content evidence

The first expert panel meeting

Thirteen experts within BLS educational research were identified by the
research group and invited to participate. Nine experts attended the first
expert panel meeting, in which the research group was represented by

five members. Consensus statements were made, and all attending
and non-attending members agreed on the content (Table 1). It was
determined by the experts that the test tool should include three levels:
laypersons, first responders, and health care personnel (Table 1).

The modified Delphi consensus process

The modified Delphi consensus process included three rounds with
thirteen international experts. All experts completed all three rounds.
Complete and incomplete responses are displayed in Table 2. In the
second round, four items on dispatcher-assisted CPR (DA-CPR) were
added by members of the expert panel to be included in the item list of
the second and third round. The modified Delphi process resulted in 16
essential and 17 relevant but not essential items for laypersons, 21
essential and 12 relevant but not essential items for first responders,
and 22 essential and 6 relevant but not essential items for health care
personnel (Table 3). There were no statistically significant changes in
responses from first to last round among items. Items deemed
relevant but not essential for each level of the tool are presented as
supplementary materials in Table 1 in Ref.31

Response process

The second expert meeting

At the second and final expert meeting held in London, United Kingdom,
seven members of the expert panel attended (54%), including four
members of the research group. All attendants agreed that the tool did
serve the intended purpose as a mean of comparing educational
interventions in BLS research for the three levels: laypersons, first
responders and health care personnel. At the end of the meeting, all
attending experts agreed on the concluding statements (Table 1).

Internal structure

Supplementary data on inter-rater reliability measures are presented
in Table 2 in Ref.31

Relations with other variables

Supplementary data enabling users of the tool to compare the results
of their intervention with a standard ERC BLS course is presented in
Ref.31

Table 1 – Summarizing statements from expert panel meetings.

First expert panel meeting
Main points as summarized and agreed on the first expert panel meeting in Copenhagen, June 2016.
Purpose of creating the Copenhagen Tool
1. The primary purpose is to develop an assessment tool for assessment of performance after participation in a basic life support course for laypersons, for first
responders and health care personnel. This tool should overcome the challenges of using different assessment tools for different research projects.
Challenges in defining standards
Second expert panel meeting
Concluding statements summarized and agreed on at expert panel meeting in London, August 2017.
Clarification of use of the tool
1. The tool is developed for the primary purpose of comparing research. The tool can serve as a means to conduct research on BLS educational interventions.
Statement on use as a course assessment tool
1. The tool is not developed to work as an assessment sheet for course pass/fail in an un-modified form.
The construct is suitable for the intended purpose
1. The developed tool is fulfilling the intended purpose and can be used as intended. All present expert panel members agree that the tool is accepted in the final
methodological form.
All included statements were summarized during the meeting and concluding statements were sent by email to all members of the expert panel after the meeting
allowing for comments, correction and objections to all conclusions.
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Table 2 – Results of the modified Delphi consensus process.

All items included in the Delphi consensus process

Distribution on Likert scale (%)

Round Laypersons First responders Health care personnel

Item 1 2 3 M 1 2 3 M 1 2 3 M
1. Safety 1. 8 15 77 � 8 8 85 � 0 31 69 �
Rescuer ensures safety of him-/herself and the victim 2. 8 0 92 2 0 8 92 2 0 15 85 2
2. Responsiveness 1. 8 0 92 � 8 0 92 � 8 8 85 �
Rescuer recognizes unresponsive victim 2. 0 0 100 2 0 0 100 2 0 8 92 2
3. Call for help 1. 8 8 85 � 0 38 62 � 8 31 62 �
Rescuer recognizing need for help and alerting
surroundings

2. 15 0 85 2 8 31 62 2 15 38 46 2

3. � � � � 0 15 85 2 8 46 46 1
4. Open airway 1. 23 31 46 � 0 31 69 � 0 8 92 �
Rescuer ensures open airway 2. 8 46 46 2 0 15 85 2 0 0 100 2

3. 0 62 38 2 � � � � � � � �
5. Assess breathing 1. 0 15 85 � 0 0 100 � 0 8 92 �
Rescuer looks, listen and feels for normal breathing 2. 0 8 92 2 0 0 100 2 0 8 92 2
6. Inform helper 1. 8 8 85 � 15 23 62 � 38 23 38 �
Rescuer informs helper to call 1-1-2 and inform about
cardiac arrest

2. 15 8 77 2 15 38 46 2 62 15 23 2

3. � � � 8 31 62 2 62 15 23 2
7. Send for AED 1. 0 15 85 � 0 8 92 � 8 15 77 �
Rescuer asks other bystanders to retrieve an AED 2. 0 0 92 2 0 0 100 2 15 23 62 2

3. � � � � � � 0 8 92 1
8. Recognition of agonal breathing 1. 8 8 85 � 0 8 92 � 0 8 92 �
Rescuer recognizes agonal breathing as being “not normal” 2. 8 0 92 2 0 8 92 2 0 8 92 2
9. Call EMS 1. 0 38 62 � 0 46 54 � 23 38 38 �
Rescuer shows ability to provide information to emergency
medical service by telephone

2. 0 38 62 2 0 31 69 2 8 85 8 2

3. 0 38 62 1 0 38 62 1 � � �
10. Dispatcher-assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation 1 1. 15 23 62 � 23 38 38 � 38 46 15 �
The rescuer should be aware not to hang up the phone 2. 15 8 77 2 15 54 31 2 46 46 8 2

3. � � � � 8 85 8 1 38 54 8 1
11. Dispatcher-assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation 2 1. 8 54 38 � 31 38 31 � 54 31 15 �
The rescuer should know that dispatch can assist with CPR
instructions

2. 8 46 46 2 23 46 31 2 77 15 8 2

3. 0 46 54 1 8 77 15 1 � � �
12. Compressions, hand position 1. 0 25 75 1 0 8 92 1 0 17 83 1
Rescuer places the heel of one hand on the middle of the
chest and interlocks fingers from both hands

2. 0 15 85 2 0 8 92 2 0 23 77 2

13. Compressions, rate 1. 0 23 77 � 0 15 85 � 0 15 85 �
Rescuer keeps a compression rate of 100�120
compressions per min. during CPR

2. 0 15 85 3 0 0 100 3 0 0 100 2

14. Compressions, depth 1. 0 15 85 � 0 8 92 � 0 15 85 �
Rescuer keeps a compression depth of approximately 5
�6 cm

2. 0 23 77 2 0 0 100 2 0 8 92 2

15. Compressions, recoil/lean 1. 0 46 54 � 0 38 62 � 0 31 69 �
Rescuer ensures adequate thoracic rise (recoil) after each
compression

2. 0 62 38 2 0 23 77 2 0 31 69 2

3. 0 69 31 1 � � � 0 15 85 2
16. Rescue breaths 1. 23 69 8 � 0 31 69 � 0 15 85 �
Rescuer shows ability to provide high quality rescue breaths 2. 31 62 8 2 0 23 77 2 0 8 92 2

3. 0 92 8 1 � � � � � �
17. Compression/ventilation ratio 1. 23 46 31 � 0 38 62 � 0 23 77 �
Rescuer delivers compressions and ventilations in a 30:2
ratio

2. 8 77 15 2 0 23 77 2 0 15 85 2

18. Hands off 1. 0 38 62 � 0 15 85 � 0 8 92 1
Rescuer acts effectively with minimal hands-off time and
delays in CPR

2. 0 38 62 2 0 15 85 3 0 8 92 2

3. 0 15 85 1 � � � � � �
19. Activate AED 1. 8 31 62 � 0 0 100 � 8 0 92 �
Rescuer activates AED immediately upon arrival 2. 8 46 46 2 0 0 100 2 0 0 100 2

3. 8 23 69 1 � � � � � �
20. Correct attachment of AED pads 1. 8 23 69 � 0 0 100 � 8 0 92 �
Rescuer places AED pads correctly on the victim 2. 8 23 69 2 0 0 100 2 0 0 100 2
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Consequence evidence

At the second and final meeting, it was clarified that the tool was
developed mainly as a methodological tool for conducting research as
opposed to a course participant assessment tool. This was decided to
limit unintended consequences of rigidity in training. Further, it was
specified that the validation evidence had been collected to compare
research interventions in BLS, and not individual participants. Using
the tool for individual participants is not considered erroneous per se
but is not supported by the validation process. Supplementary data

presenting coded and condensed interviews concerning usage of the
items are presented in Ref.31

Discussion

This study has led to the development of a new and updated tool �
The Copenhagen Tool � for evaluation of BLS educational
interventions. Validity evidence was collected from five different
domains following Messick’s framework. Content evidence was

Table 2 (continued)

All items included in the Delphi consensus process

Distribution on Likert scale (%)

Round Laypersons First responders Health care personnel

3. 8 0 92 1 � � � � � �
21. Stand clear 1. 8 38 54 � 0 23 77 � 0 23 77 �
Rescuer operating the AED ensures all stand clear when
shock is delivered

2. 8 46 46 2 0 23 77 3 0 23 77 2

3. 8 38 54 1 � � � � � �
22. Shock delivered 1. 8 8 85 � 0 0 100 � 0 0 100 �
Rescuer delivers shock, when indicated by the AED 2. 8 0 85 3 0 0 100 3 0 0 100 3
23. AED instructions followed 1. 8 0 92 � 0 0 100 � 0 31 69 �
Rescuer follows the instructions from the AED 2. 0 8 92 2 0 0 100 2 0 54 46 2

3. � � � � � � 0 54 46 1
24. Sequence 1. 15 54 31 � 0 38 62 � 0 38 62 �
Rescuer follows the sequence of the guidelines 2. 15 54 31 2 0 31 69 2 0 46 54 2

3. 8 69 23 1 0 31 69 1 0 38 62 1
25. Non-Technical Skill 1, Situational awareness 1. 23 77 0 � 0 38 62 � 8 8 85 �
Rescuer shows ability to anticipate and think ahead 2. 23 77 0 2 0 46 54 2 8 8 85 2

3. � � � 0 31 69 1 � � �
26. Non-Technical Skill 2, Communication skills 1. 23 46 31 � 0 38 62 � 0 31 69 �
Rescuer communicates effectively with other bystander(s)
during CPR

2. 15 69 15 2 0 31 69 2 0 23 77 2

3. 8 85 8 1 0 15 85 1 � � �
27. Non-Technical Skill 3, Use of resources 1. 17 58 25 1 0 31 69 � 0 15 85 �
Rescuer shows ability to use additional rescuers for relevant
tasks

2. 23 62 15 2 0 46 54 2 0 15 85 2

3. 8 77 15 1 0 8 92 1 � � �
28. Non-Technical Skill 4, Leadership 1. 46 46 8 � 0 46 54 � 8 15 77 �
Rescuer summarizes the situation to the team and EMS
during resuscitation

2. 31 69 0 2 0 54 46 2 8 8 85 2

3. 23 77 0 1 0 62 38 1 � � �
29. Non-Technical Skill 5, Hand-over 1. 38 62 0 � 0 46 54 � 8 15 77 �
Rescuer performs hand-over to the advanced team in a
structured fashion

2. 38 62 0 2 0 46 54 2 8 8 85 2

3. 23 77 0 1 0 31 69 1 � � �
101. Dispatcher-assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation 3 2. 8 38 54 � 8 62 31 � 69 15 15 �
Rescuer activates speaker function on his/her mobile phone
when asked by the dispatcher to do so

3. 0 31 69 1 8 77 15 1 69 23 8 1

102. Dispatcher-assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation 4 2. 8 31 62 � 23 54 23 � 69 15 15 �
Rescuer understands and follows local dispatcher-assisted
cardiopulmonary resuscitation instructions when provided
over the telephone

3. 0 8 92 1 8 69 23 1 77 15 8 1

103. Dispatcher-assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation 5 2. 8 38 54 � 8 54 38 � 62 15 23 �
Rescuer performs CPR and communicates with the
dispatcher at the same time

3. 0 31 69 1 0 77 15 1 77 15 8 1

104. Dispatcher-assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation 6 2. 0 62 38 � 0 31 69 � 8 46 46 �
Rescuer provides exact address of the cardiac arrest for
locations where he/she spends a fair amount of time.(e.g.
home, at relative’s house, at friend’s house, workplace,
cabin)

3. 0 69 31 1 0 46 54 1 0 46 54 1

Distribution on Likert scale anchors 1 = not relevant, 2 = relevant but not essential and 3 = essential. M = missingness.
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collected by expert consensus on essential items for laypersons, first
responders and health care personnel. Response evidence state-
ments from the expert panel stated the construct did fit the purpose.

This discussion focuses on the process of choosing experts, how
to use the tool, the limitations of applying the tool and how to deal with
relevant, but not essential items.

Experts were chosen among experts in assessment of educational
research in BLS based on ERC guidelines. The BLS guidelines in
Europe and elsewhere differ somewhat, and hence an international
expert panel would principally be trying to achieve consensus on
issues in which a common contextual vocabulary has not been
established prior to the consensus process. When choosing the expert
panel, a primary focus was placed on experience in assessing
research within BLS and interventions based on ERC guidelines.
Other studies have chosen experts based on similar criteria but
selected the members differently (e.g. number of publications,
stakeholders or guideline authors).39,40

The American Heart Association guidelines41 on BLS have only
minor differences compared to the ERC guidelines on essential skills
for all three levels of providers. It should therefore be considered
compatible with studies conducted in a context of American and other
international councils on resuscitation albeit with explicitly statements
regarding which items are not included (i.e. rescue breaths for
laypersons).

The Copenhagen Tool was developed for comparing research on
different educational interventions and as such is an update or
successor to the Cardiff Test 3.1. The tool was developed for
application in a wide variety of BLS educational interventions, not only
the standard instructor-driven interventions, and as such, the tool can
also be used for online courses, mobile apps and in other low-cost

settings. Using the tool implies that one follows the steps outlined in
Fig. 3. When using the tool, deviations from the described steps and
included items should be stated in the methods sections along with
reasoning and should be covered in the discussion. When comparing
results or setting up acceptable passing standards as presented in
Ref,31 it is considered essential to note that not all items could achieve
acceptable inter-rater reliability. Researchers are advised to use the
presented list of items and concurrent inter-rater reliability from our
study when designing studies and when planning data collection.

In Table 3 in Ref,31 the main themes are presented from the
interviews of raters using the essentials items to present further
response process evidence. Experienced BLS instructors rated video
recording BLS performance using the essential items. Main points
from the interviews were that it is important to train raters before
applying the tool and to familiarize the raters with the questions, and
that the essential items could be used for instructor-training. Several
raters voiced their general concerns that testing laypersons might
result in some laypersons not acting in real out-of-hospital cardiac
arrest situations if test results were poor. However, raters mentioned
that the tool might also serve as a guide for instructors in regular BLS
courses. Items that were deemed relevant but not essential for each
level of the tool can be included if a researcher finds them to be
relevant and to serve as secondary outcome measures. However,
when using The Copenhagen Tool only the essential items need to be
included.

Strengths and limitation

One of this study’s strengths is the use of a contemporary method of
validation that increases the overall validity arguments. Using a

Table 3 – Essential items for each level.

Laypersons (Mr. and Mrs. Smith) First responders (e.g. lifeguards and
community first responders)

Health care personnel (e.g. doctors,
nurses and EMS personnel)

# Item # Item # Item

1 Safety 1 Safety 1 Safety
2 Responsiveness 2 Responsiveness 2 Responsiveness
3 Call for help 3 Call for help 3 Open airway
4 Assess breathing 4 Open airway 4 Assess breathing
5 Inform helper 5 Assess breathing 5 Send for AED
6 Send for AED 6 Send for AED 6 Recognition of agonal breathing
7 Recognition of agonal breathing 7 Recognition of agonal breathing 7 Compressions, hand position
8 DA-CPR, inform EMS 8 Compressions, hand position 8 Compressions, rate
9 Compressions, hand position 9 Compressions, rate 9 Compressions, depth
10 Compressions, rate 10 Compressions, depth 10 Compressions, recoil/lean
11 Compressions, depth 11 Compressions, recoil/lean 11 Rescue breaths
12 Hands off 12 Rescue breaths 12 Compression/ventilation ratio
13 Correct attachment of AED pads 13 Compression/ventilation ratio 13 Hands off
14 Shock delivered 14 Hands off 14 Activate AED
15 AED instructions followed 15 Activate AED 15 Correct attachment of AED pads

16 Correct attachment of AED pads 16 Stand clear
17 Stand clear 17 Shock delivered
18 Shock delivered 18 NTS, situational awareness
19 AED instructions followed 19 NTS, communication skills
20 NTS, communication skills 20 NTS, use of resources
21 NTS, use of resources 21 NTS, leadership

22 NTS, hand-over

All essential items from the modified Delphi consensus process.
AED: automatic external defibrillator; DA-CPR: dispatcher-assisted cardiopulmonary resuscitation; EMS: emergency medical service; NTS: non-technical skills.
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Fig. 3 – Copenhagen Tool check sheet for basic life support educational interventions.
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modified Delphi process to collect content evidence with anonymized
expert ratings procedure ensured avoidance of dominance by
individual panel members and hence limited the bandwagon effect
as well as the risk of courtesy bias, false consensus effect, and
reactive devaluations bias. Members of the expert panel were chosen
on experience in the above-mentioned areas. The strength of this
selection process is a strict focus on relevance of the experts’
knowledge to work with the content of what the tool aims to do.

The study is limited by the constitution of an expert panel chosen
within the context of the European guidelines. Hence, the applicability
of the tool in settings not adhering to European BLS guidelines may be
limited and adaptation and validation of the tool to such settings may
be necessary before use. We believe that studies conducted in a non-
European context would benefit from using the tool, albeit with the
contextual limitations mentioned above. The limits of the mode of
selecting experts are that the study potentially excludes experts and
limits the objectivity of the study. The Delphi process has an inherent
risk of bias in that the research group has a strong impact on the
generation and condensing of items. As in previous studies, we
compensated for this by including open-ended questions and allowing
the expert panel to contribute with items in the first round. Avoiding
courtesy and possible reactive devaluation bias at the experts’
meetings is inherently not possible. However, applying the modified
Delphi process between the two meetings diminished the influence
these biases might have had on the results.

Future perspectives

The Copenhagen Tool serves as a guide for researchers to increase
validity and comparability when testing educational interventions
within BLS teaching. The Copenhagen Tool can be updated to serve
future guidelines when new evidence emerges. If new items are
included in future guidelines or current guidelines expire, it is viable to
make a targeted Delphi for including new items or removing items.
Easing the comparison of the effect BLS educational interventions can
guide endpoints in studies and help facilitate systematic reviews and
meta-analyses, which may ease the process towards effective
community interventions to save lives.

Conclusion

To improve comparison of research in studies of BLS educational
interventions, a new tool was developed as a successor to the Cardiff
Test 3.1. Validation evidence was collected from several validity
domains and an example of use of the tool is provided. A full list of
essential items for studies including laypersons, first-responder and
health care personnel, as well as statements for their use, can be used
to validate effect measurement of different BLS educational
interventions and will enable direct comparison of study results.
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